
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
WESTERN DISTRICT OF MISSOURI

ST. JOSEPH DIVISION

PLAINTIFF A, by his natural mother and )
general guardian, PARENT A, et al., )

)
Plaintiffs, )

)
v. ) Case No. 5:21-cv-6153-SRB

)
PARK HILL SCHOOL DISTRICT, et al., )

)
Defendants. )

SECOND DECLARATION OF 

1.  I am the mother of , Plaintiff B in this matter.

2.  In my profession I help cyber-security clients, among others, communicate

information from their data using visual storytelling.  Attachment 1 to this Declaration is a

Timeline that I prepared from social media posts and emails that I monitored and assembled. 

The comments in the left column are my observations.  The documents reproduced are

accurately copied from social media or appear in emails.  My assessment of these materials

mirrors my personal real-time observations.  The September 16 “petition” and SnapChat

Group posting had little circulation outside of the ninth grade football team on September 16

and 17. 

3.  As shown in the Timeline, after Principal Herren emailed the entire high school

“family” late on September 17, calling the “petition” an unacceptable “racist statement”

without saying anything about its context, the adults in the high school “family” assumed the

worst: that it was an anti-Black racist statement made by white students.  This information
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void led over the next days and week to a furious response demanding that the School

District deal harshly with the racist students.  The School District knew of the context

because it interviewed the four students involved on September 17, the day after they bus

incident.  Those interview statements are Defendants’ Exhibits B-4, B-5, B-6, and B-7.  Each

describes the context as an intended joke created in the moment amidst racial bantering

involving a racially-mixed group of team members.  And all four acknowledged that what

they had done was a big mistake and they apologized, all on September 17, before Principal

Herren sent his incendiary email to the school “family” later that evening. 

4.  As the Timeline shows, adults in the community immediately after that email took

advantage of the lack of any explanation by the District as to the facts of the incident to

assume the worst, and blame the District, the four boys, and their parents for what they

assumed must have happened.  The District did nothing to correct the false impressions or

address the incorrect assumptions that continued to circulate in the community and beyond. 

Indeed, on September 22 the Superintendent exacerbated the false assumptions by emailing

the entire District’s “family” again describing the matter as an unacceptable “racist

statement”.  Outsiders continued to assume it was an anti-Black statement by white students,

not racial bantering by a racially-mixed group of 14-year-olds.  

5.  This racial bantering arose from a climate or culture of racial denigrations.  As

shown in Attachment 2, an Asian on the ninth grade football team had been experiencing

anti-Asian slurs, about Asians eating dogs, clearly inappropriate but seemingly done in a

similar bantering manner toward a teammate who was well liked.  He clearly did not

appreciate this ethnic bantering as he made clear when he was interviewed on September 30. 

See Attachment 2, at page PH023.  
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6.  Attachment 3 consists of the statements of many or most of the members of the

ninth grade football team who overwhelmingly state that they were unaffected by what the

four boys had done and many of them understood it to have been done as a joke, even though

in retrospect that recognized that it was an inappropriate joke.

I HEREBY DECLARE UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY THAT THE

FOREGOING IS TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE.

Date:                                                                             
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11/28/2021
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Vague messaging  
from Principal Herren &  
Superintendent Cowherd 
created rampant  
cyber community  
misinformation that  
spread to national  
media outlets.  
 
Media outlets did not  
fact check the validity  
of the “petition”.

Civic Cyber Misinformation

The following timeline is how social media cyberbullying spread  
misinformation on Facebook and why the community is afraid  
to speak up. This timeline is Facebook misinformation only.  
The same misinformation spread on Snapchat, Twitter, Instagram.  
 
The Park Hill School District’s administrators, media outlets,  
and adults without kids on the football bus over disciplined 
minors to appease society for political gain.
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First email from  
Principal Herren: 
This email was sent  
within minutes after  
the screenshot boys 
were given their  
punishments of 
10 days OSS and 
recommended long 
term suspension.  
This vague 
communication  
was sent out before a 
thorough investigation,  
viewing of bus video  
or interviews of  
all of the players  
occurred.  
 
Open to interpretation, 
ambiguous messages 
left the district and 
boys alarmingly 
vulnerable.

September 17
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September 20

Julie Stutterheim 
ignited a social  
media attack  
against minors on 
the Citizens for 
Park Hill Schools 
Facebook group. 
This group has 2,600 
members. Julie is 
not employed by the 
district and does not 
have children that 
go to PHS. This post 
led to thousands of 
comments across 
multiple platforms 
giving keyboard  
warrior adults ammo 
to go after children.

Responses to 
Julie’s post

Adults begin to spread
misinformation.  
Our boys were 
kicked out of school 
immediately before 
an investigation yet 
adults spread fake lies 
that the boys just had 
to run extra laps in 
football practice. 
 
This is the beginning 
of the racist witch hunt 
and cyberbullying 
where adults demand 
to know the discipline 
and ask for SEVERE 
consequences, public 
apologies.
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September 22

More vague  
messaging from 
Superintendent 
Cowherd. 
The administration 
still won’t tell the 
true story. To even 
insinuate that the 

“petition” was a 
credible threat  
was dangerously  
misleading.
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September  
21 – 23

Before the district 
did a thorough  
investigation about 
the Change.org 
posts, Julie  
Stutterheim went to 
the following news 
outlets to share  
misleading  
information about 
the “petition”: 

-USA Today
-Daily Beast 
-KC Star 
-Fox 4 KC
-KMBC
-KCTV 5
-Local12 
 
The community and 
country now wants  
serious ACTION  
taken against  
minors and their 
parents. Adults  
demand to know 
the discipline.
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September  
22 / 23

Any football parent  
that tried to  
defend the boys on 
any of these news 
outlets, is called 
a racist or white 
supremacist. 
 
-Fox 4 KC
-KMBC
-KCTV 5
-KC Star 
-Daily Beast 
-USA Today

The mother of 
Plaintiff B begged 
Vice Principal Walker 
for help controlling 
misinformation. He told 
her that PHS doesn’t 
talk to the media so 
telling the true story 
has to come from the 
football parents.  
She explained to him  
that anyone that 
defends the boys is 
berated, harassed and 
cyberbullied online. Case 5:21-cv-06153-SRB   Document 30-1   Filed 11/28/21   Page 9 of 39



September 28

Mollie Day piggy 
backs on the  
“Petition” and shares 
the KC Star story 
where witnesses told 
their experiences 
with racism in the 
Park Hill School 
District. Molly is not 
employed by the 
district. None of these 
witnesses were on the  
Freshman Football 
bus. Adults use the 
“petition” to blame 4 
minors for years of 
systemic racism in  
the district. 
 
KC Star reports 
that Superintendent 
Cowherd vows to  
hire an expert to 
fight racism

When parents of boys 
actually on the football 
bus chime in, they get 
berated. 
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September 29

Julie Stutterheim 
was at it again and 
went to PBS to tell 
the “Petition” story.  
Reminder that Julie 
does not have kids 
at PHS and had no 
facts but kept going 
to the media to sell 
her story about 
racism in the Park 
Hill School District. 
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PRIVATE MESSAGE

September 29

Parents who tried to 
defend the boys on 
Stutterheim’s PBS post 
on Sept. 29 are then  
targeted to the school 
office as having racist  
children. Adults called 
the school office and 
made up racist stories 
about the kids whose 
parents defended our 
boys. This led the 
school to not let Bays’ 
kids attend a football 
game the same day 
they were turned in. 
[See right hand column] 
Obviously, these  
stories were not true 
and the kids got to 
come back to school 
on Monday.

As a result, the  
community is afraid to 
defend the boys.
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October 1

The NAACP and 
the Park Hill School 
District released a joint 
statement Friday, a 
couple of weeks after 
a group of Park Hill 
South High School 
students created  
a “petition” to  
reinstate slavery. 
 
People finally 
start questioning  
the validity of the  

“petition”.

If the “petition” is 
a valid siege on 
the district and 
nation. Where is 
the “petition”? No 
one can find the 

“petition” because 
Vice Principal Walker 
made Plaintiff A 
delete it before he 
took screenshots of 
all participants.
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October 9

Mollie Day and other 
community members 
start holding town 
halls welcoming all 
victims of racism in 
the Park Hill School 
District. Mollie Day 
and other adults use  
4 minors as their 
political platform to 
share stories about the 
entire history of racism 
in our district.

Mollie Day is a parent 
of two members of the 
Unity Club at PHS.
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October 9

Mollie Day shares  
Julie Stutterheim’s  
CNN story. Julie  
went to CNN to  
tell the story of  
the “Petition”.  
Once again, these  
women with zero  
facts or children on  
the football bus  
continue spreading 
misinformation.
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October 9

The same day the CNN story goes 
live, an all area flyer is distributed 
in mailboxes that changes the  
narrative of the true story and now 
blames Paintiff B for  
starting the petition.  
 
Whoever did this was trying to 
change the true narrative that boys 
of all ethnicities were involved.
This flyer had the minors real 
names; Plaintiff B, Plaintiff C 
and Paintiff D. 
 
The flyer left off the names 
from the original screenshot of 
Plaintiff A and Plaintiff X. Then the 
comments online changed to the 
white kids started the “petition”.

An adult bought a Park Hill School 
District mailing list and mailed the 
names of minors and the district 
did nothing to stop it.

Plaintiff A

Plaintiff C

Plaintiff D
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October 10 / 11

After the district wide 
mailers went out, 
Plaintiff B’s mother 
begged Superintendent 
Cowherd to help their 
family from being 
harassed.
Plaintiff B’s mother talked 
to Dr. Cowherd for an 
hour on the phone and 
Cowherd seemed upset 
about the mailers. Plaintiff 
B’s mother begged for her 
help to ask the community 
to stop harassing minors. 
Plaintiff B’s mother asked 
if they could partner 
with the NAACP and do 
a joint statement about 
misinformation and 
harassment. Dr. Cowherd 
did not offer to set the 
record straight or offer to 
ask the community to stop  
the misleading information 
and harassment of minors. 
Dr. Cowherd said that she 
was ready for this to be 
over too and everyone 
needs to move on, yet she 
did absolutely nothing. 
The 4 boys are the 
administrators scapegoats 
to a botched, hastily 
handled investigation.

Plaintiff B, Plaintiff C, and Plaintiff D

Plaintiff A and Plaintiff X

Plaintiff B

Plaintiff B’s Mother,

Plaintiff B’s Mother,

Plaintiff B
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October 11

The community  
finally steps up  
and calls out the  
ridiculousness  
that adults mailed  
the names of  
minors and continue to 
harass our families. 

 
When the community 
starts fighting 
misinformation about 
the boys, these 
outside adults continue 
blaming parents and 
changing the narrative 
that the “petition” did 
not involve kids of  
multiple ethnicities.
They only blame the 
“white” kids and  
their parents.  
 
More fuel to the fire on 
why the community is 
afraid to get the  
real facts out.
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October 21

43 days after the “petition” bus incident, Dr. Cowherd continued to 
sensationalize the “petition” by doing an interview about the steps 
she had taken to combat the “petition”. 
 
Principal Herren, Superintendent Cowherd and other adults in the 
community used four boys from a screenshot in a political game and did not 
punish all kids involved. They scapegoated four children and used them as 
pawns for political gain.

No matter how distasteful and ignorant, the petition was meant for boys of 
all ethnicities on the bus, razzing each other about getting jobs. The petition 
link was never publicly shared and signed by anyone other than the players 
on the bus. In fact, no one can find the petition since Vice Principal Walker 
made Plaintiff A delete it before an investigation occurred. These are 
CHILDREN and this event happened in their FIRST month of high school. 
Yet, the administration holds 14-year-olds without fully developed reasoning 
brains in the cesspool of peer pressure, a freshman football bus, to higher 
standards than adults. 
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PH023

Student A

Student BStudent CStudent D

“I was looking at my text messages and I saw the screen recording of Student 
X and then I screenshotted it and then I shared it to SnapChat. Reason I did 
this is because they have said some racist things before, besides Student B?, 
about my ethnicity (Asian). IT WASN’T JUST THEM IT WAS OTHERS WHO 
SAID SOMETHING BEFORE.”

Student B

Student A

“I’m doing good. 
No, I’m good.”

September 30 
(statement taken 14 
days after incident)

The player not on the bus 
that took the screenshot of 
the “petition” comments and 
shared them to Snapchat.

PH023
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Statements were taken  
13-14 days after incident.  
 
Even though the football players had been scared  
by 13+ days of rampant civic cyber misinformation,  
the following statements indicate the players were  
not emotionally bothered and/or viewed the  
“petition” as a joke.  
 
Many players’ statements also show that not all players  
involved were disciplined. Only players whose comments 
were screenshotted by a player not on the bus, then shared,  
were disciplined. The shared screenshot was a mere  
snippet in time.  
 
To this day, the administration has no idea how many  
players “liked” or “signed up” for the “petition” because  
the “petition” has not been seen since Vice Principal  
Walker made Student A delete it on the evening of  
September 16 before a thorough investigation of the  
“petition” or interviewing all football players.

Freshman Football  
Players’ Statements
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PH003

September 30
(statement taken 14 
days after incident)

Student A

Student B Student C Student DStudent A

“mad it got to the news and got twisted”

“I’m doing fine”
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PH007

September 29
(statement taken 13 
days after incident)

Student A

Students B, C, D

“I’m okay–close with 3 of them–sucks they could be expelled for one mistake”

“I’m okay–don’t need anything”

“mom concerned the four boys will
not have the resources they need
(mental health) – lots of horrendous
social media posts – them as minors
need to be protected – Park Hill Citizens
page isn’t following their own rules. ”
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PH013

September 29
(statement taken 13 
days after incident)

Student D

Student A

“they’re good people who did something stupid”

“doing okay”
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PH014

September 29
(statement taken 13 
days after incident)

Student A

Student D

Student B

“not too horrible–no one harassed me about it”

“I’m good”
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PH015

September 29
(statement taken 13 
days after incident)

Student D

“Lots of jokes in the 
groupchat someone took 
picture of that and it was 
taken out of context?

“there was no petition”
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PH016

September 29
(statement taken 13 
days after incident)

Student D

Student A

Student C

Student X

“Also heard Student X could be involved sent 
in snapchat group chat link sent in there.”

“doing okay-doesn’t need anything”
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PH019

September 29
(statement taken 13 
days after incident)

“But they wasn't serious about this, I believe.”

“He’s doing okay. No, he’s good.”

Student A Student BStudent CStudent D
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PH023

Student A

Student BStudent CStudent D

“I was looking at my text messages and I saw the screen recording of Student 
X and then I screenshotted it and then I shared it to SnapChat. Reason I did 
this is because they have said some racist things before, besides Student B?, 
about my ethnicity (Asian). IT WASN’T JUST THEM IT WAS OTHERS WHO 
SAID SOMETHING BEFORE.”

Student B

Student A

“I’m doing good. 
No, I’m good.”

September 30 
(statement taken 14 
days after incident)

The player not on the bus 
that took the screenshot of 
the “petition” comments and 
shared them to Snapchat.

PH023
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PH025

September 29
(statement taken 13 
days after incident)

“Started off as a joke, Student A talking to Student X, Student X said he needed a job and 
Student A said “You should be a slave.”

Student A

Student B

Student C
Student D

Student X

“I’m doing alright I guess. I’ve known 2 kids from kindergarten and I 
know they’re not like that. I’m shocked.”

Student X

“I feel like everyone on the bus was laughing and joking about it even 
Student X and other black students.”

Student A
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PH027

September 29
(statement taken 13 
days after incident)

“Doing good. No, don’t need anything or support.”

Student A

Student B Student C Student D Student A
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PH031

September 29
(statement taken 13 
days after incident)

“...And I... think they’re getting a bigger  
punishment because it is out in the media more 
than they deserve. No, I’m doing okay.”

Student A

Student B Student C Student D
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PH033

September 29
(statement taken 13 
days after incident)

“I’m doing fine. No, I’m doing fine.

Student A

Student BStudent C Student D

“I’ve been friends with Student B. I just think he did something stupid.”

Student B
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PH032

September 29
(statement taken 13 
days after incident)

“I’m doing good, except 
a few of those kids are 
my good friends.  
No, I don’t think there’s 
anything you can do to 
support me.”

Student A

Student B Student C Student D
Student A
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PH065

September 29
(statement taken 13 
days after incident)

Student A Student B Student C

Student A

Student B Student C Student D

Student A Student B Student CStudent D

Student D
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PH024

September 29
(statement taken 13 
days after incident)

Student  X

Student A

Student BStudent AStudent DStudent C

Student  XStudent A

Student A

Student A

Student DStudent C Student B
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September 16
(day of incident) 
 
Player PH024 from the  
previous page also shared
the screenshot to the right.
Student X invited PH024 to
sign the “petition” and  
his face is on the “petition”.
You cannot share a  
Change.org petition without 
first signing the petition.

Student  X

*Happy Face Sticker protects the  
  identity of person in photo.
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PH043

September 30
(statement taken 14 
days after incident)

Student A

Student  X

Student  X

Student A

“Student A and ________ thought it would be funny to make a petition to ‘start slavery again’ it was revolved 

around Student X because Student X makes racist comments about his own race too......
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PH044

September 30
(statement taken 14 
days after incident)

Student  X

Student  X

Student A

Student D

Student A

“It was about a kid named Student X. Student X makes the same jokes 
about himself. Made a comment about going to pick Cotton.”
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